I am with my ex wife and kid watching a science fiction movie. I have already watched it but this time the movie turns into a never ending video-game. My son is the only player and his mother starts telling me how to behave. I actually don't want him to play video-games and get angry with her.
I am in a park hugging with an old classmate. My university classmates are also there and one of them tells me to behave. I then try to follow their activities and prepare some watercolor for my old classmate to paint over a small serigraph. The brush is from another girl and we get scolded.
I am walking in a field and come to a narrow road with an horse in the middle. I then ask if I can go ahead and a guy tells me that I can. He is actually a local who has just came back with his family from Spain. His son only speaks Spanish and I get a ride from them to a big mountain.
I am trying to reach my parents on a beach and reach an ancient Roman road. I then cross it and find myself at the ocean. My stepfather clinic is nearby and I go tell him that I am there even though it is not exactly the place where they usually go. He is worry and I read some Seneca for him.
I am looking for some kids and end up on a tennis court. I then start playing with a young man but realize that it would be better if we play with the actual net on the full court. There is a lot of hay next to it and I start spreading on the field to make it softer even though the lines get covered.
I am in my native town and see my carpenters blocking the road to a group of immigrants. They are tired of them and want to beat them but the latter have knives and they start chasing us. I then run inside a tunnel but one of the immigrants with a knife is still after me and I try a way out.
I am in a big city and find it quite boring. I then decide to take the metro and leave. My dead grandfather is also on it and I tell him my negative impression of the city. We are passing a business area and he actually tells me that the old city is there. I try to look for a sign but do not see any.
I am walking in a city and reach an hotel. I go inside to check if I can stay there and realize that it is a public sauna. I then try to copy the location on my phone and forward it to my girlfriend so that she can also join me. As I manage to paste the address I wish I could be there with my son.
I am in a garden and join a meeting of Danish curators on a round table under a podium. They start asking me questions about my project and I answer them thinking that they are rather banal. One of them start talking about wearable computers and I realize that she has been preparing.
I am preparing to take a bath in the house of a couple. As I look for the shampoo I realize that it has fallen down a stream. I then take their son and start walking down a valley to reach the shampoo. There is actually a pipe and we walk on top of it but reach the main water supplier.
I am walking in an old Italian city at night and reach the lagoon. I then go on a platform to seat down and find that there are American dollars. As I look at them I realize that they are only printed on one side. There is also a long strip of other banknotes but they are also printed on one side.
I am with a friend walking in a fisherman village. My biological father was supposed to be there but they tell us that he has moved. I then see a fire on the rock and we run there thinking that it is him. It is actually a policeman who tells us that my father has moved to a container in the forest.
I am with an old classmate going on a ferry in the fjords. There are beautiful cabins to photograph but I don't have my camera. We actually reach a castle and he thinks we have already been there although we didn't. Inside I meet more passengers among which is a cute Danish Korean girl.
I am getting on a boat to get my camera but it starts moving. I actually want to get out but the guy starts speeding a lot. As we reach a traffic light I jump out but he starts running after me. I take a small road and end up in a museum where I pretend to be a white mummy but he discovers me.
I am in a van with a famous American presenter. We are going to a secret destination and at last see that we are actually on our way to an airport. We reach an Eastern European small village and we are taken inside a house of a local mafia guy. There are young women there seeking shelter.
I am outside of an old apartment complex in Sweden. It is dark outside and I need to find a place where to take shelter. There is a light shining through one of the windows and I recognize an Indian friend doing aerobics. I can only see the lower part of his body but feel sure it is him.
I am walking with my ex wife in a village and come to the outskirt. There is a mountain and the road goes up almost straight. It has many patched holes and she tells me that my art is like that road. She then starts telling me what a monster it is and the reasons why we have broken apart.
I am in an apartment with the leader of the Italian populist party. He is actually checking for the first time and opens up the blinders. He seems to like it and seats on the sofa asking me a few questions. I then tell him where I am from and he makes sure I memorize the right bus to the airport.
I am in the platform of a station in India and lay down to rest next to the railroad. Suddenly a new train comes creating a much larger platform for other people to sleep. As a white girl comes sleeping next to me we all start moving and some white guys come in playing ball but I make it fall.
I am alone at my parents' place and go to my mother's bathroom and look through her magazines. I find one showing naked breasts and feel like masturbating. As I am about to do so I hear my mother and realize that I am standing in the square in front of my native village's church.
I am on a tropical beach and talk to a local on how they can survive there. He then tells me that they used to diy fabrics in the village but now they do it on the sand. I really want to dig a hole myself and start dying my clothes black but realize that it must be very hard to work under the sun.
I am in a small station of an Indian village waiting for my spiritual friend. I am worrying about him because I told him to travel so far but at last I see him coming on foot. We hug and he explains to me that he has been hitchhiking a bus but the driver told him that he was at walking distance.
I am in a small Australian school talking to one of his colleagues and hear about another colleague who has cancer. The latter is seating on the floor distributing some slices of boiled vegetables. They are actually too big and he decides to throw them away. I then understands why he got cancer.
I am on a commuter train going through a round about but see my spiritual friend and get off. We then walk together in a condominium and enter an apartment with blue tiles on the wall. I think that it looks like a big bathroom and reach the blue tile kitchen where we find a Muslim family.
I am with my Polish friend standing on top of a big rock. As we look down I realize that there is a small but powerful waterfall underneath. I then get afraid that the rock might fall down but realize that the waterfall has engraved a passage through it. I look the other way and other streams.
I am checking my social network profile and realize that some Christian religious fanatics has friended me. As I look at the profile of one of them I realize that they all went to my exhibition in Denmark. They all took a picture of themselves in front of it and they now use it as their profile.
I am walking in a beautiful Polish valley all white with frost. There is a local farmer trying to convince other students to walk down to his village and I see on the map that it is on the way to the airport. I then walk down and seat to film the valley from above but there is a tree on the way.
I am walking in a mountain path and meet an old lady coming down from a pasture. She has a bag with her and I realize that she has just been picking some mushrooms but they are very few. Her son is with her but he is also very old and I see them picking dirty strawberries on the asphalt.
I am on a stage with other presenters and a Spanish technician takes me in an office to sign a certificate. I then fill it in and wait for someone to pick it up. No one does and a Turkish technician comes by commenting on it. There are four different logos and one of the third is a very good school.
I am in a monastery and meet two Americans. We start walking together and realize that we were in the same ashram in India. I then tell them how I feel it was much more quiet there but get in a small church where everyone is praying. I also join them but there is a movie being projected.
I am walking next to a church and see several young students seating outside. One of them is telling about a method to sleep better. He suggests to stay awake an entire night and then sleep as much as one can during the day. I actually think that one can feel very disturbed from it.
I am at the entrance of my son's school and I ask the guard to let me in. He actually tells me that it is impossible and I explain that I want to pick him up in advance. I cannot convince him and realize that I can get in the school using a ferry. I then get on one but end up in a different stop.
I am in a living room playing a video-game and realize that the pile of cards next to me is gone. I actually had a lot of money there and talk to the landowner to see where they went. She then tells me that the cleaner has throwing them in the trash and I urge her to call her but she is really slow.
I am on a boat with my girlfriend crossing a river. We are actually in the south of China and he asks me if I like it there. I then look in the forest on the opposite side and realize that there are a lot of pine trees. There is a big eagle and I ask my girlfriend if she has ever watched it been eaten.
I am on an airplane with other guys and land in the south of Brazil. We actually came from a warm Caribbean island and go out of the airport expecting to find sun. It is actually dark and I can see snow on the street. We then wait inside the airport also afraid about the homeless outside.
I am in my mountain cottage and check my phone. I then see that I got a lot of messages from my ex wife. One of them says that I got a lot of urgent mails and I want to read more but my girlfriend also wants to. I then see a notification from the police and I try to start an app to register myself.
I am in the countryside walking with my son and get a lot of dogs barking at us. They are behind a cement wall but my son gets afraid and we climb up a building. It is too high to climb down from the opposite side and we go back down. We then keep walking but there are many lighting.
I am with my parents in a living room and my mother wants to show my sister where my stepfather and I went biking. She then shows a French village on the top of the map but I realize that we have been biking much further. I then try to point at another village but it is not even on the map.
I am with my dead uncle and some cousins in a small square. One of them has candies shaped like body parts and put a small licorice mouth in between my lips. Only my uncle finds it funny and I then take a little pink nose and put it on my nose. He finds it very funny and takes pictures.
I am in an apartment with my parents. My stepfather is actually reading a newspaper article that his Venetian cousin told him to read. It is about the new American president and the latter thinks he is very bad but my stepfather finishes to read it and realizes that he is a very good politician.
I am looking through my social media profile and realize that one of my Italian friend has posted some images from India. The first image shows him duplicated in many different postures. The following images are black and white and shows the Hindu pilgrims he met walking up a holy mount.
I am talking to my mountain neighbours and they show me a land that is for sale. It is actually on top of the asphalt road and it includes a building. I am nonetheless interested to buy another piece of land that is right after it but get confuse whether it connects with the land I already have.
I am in a mall and go to the top floor passing by a small shop. There are two girls working inside and they start wondering aloud how I can be so tan. I then tell them that I was recently in India and they want me to know where exactly I was but I realize that my girlfriend is waiting for me.
I am in a mountain village and meet one of the sons of my neighbours. I then tell him the road that I plan to take to go up the mountain by car. He actually suggests me another one but I start driving the first one anyway and realize that there is snow in some of the curves and it is slippery.
I am in an apartment with Polish friend and his girlfriend. We rented it from a girl and I try to fix a lunch box to bring to work. I then look for a fork in one of the drawers but the girl is looking at me and gets angry. My Polish friend tries to defend me but I decide to write a bad review about her.
I am in a cabin at the bottom of a field and I look up at all the grass being cut. My mountain neighbour is actually on the porch and I realize that he has a trimmer standing upside down against the fence. It is very dirty with grass but he anyway gives it to me with red ropes to cut my field.
I am looking on my phone at some photos of a property for sale. There are very high rocks and I realize that I am next to the property but I cannot find it. I then go over another cliff and see that there is a path straight down. It is for bikes but I am afraid to take it and go the normal road.
I am in a public bathroom and follow my stepfather to the last door where there is a good shower. He goes in first and gets out all wet to go in the door of the opposite side. As I go in I find pee on the bath tub and other people follow me inside. I then start showering keeping my underwear on.
I am in a bar working on my thesis. I am actually writing several sentences that comes out of my mind and also decide to include some drawings. As I am about to add some passengers on one drawing showing a train my supervisor arrives and starts saying that they have to be done better.
I am in a station and see that the stock exchange has lost more than half of its value. I actually don't care and walk to my train commenting the fact with a girl. She actually has an extra bike with me and we stop at a vending machine to buy a new saddle. I use my card but it doesn't work.
I am on a train seating in front of a blond girl. Her legs are stretched on my seat and her knee comes out of her broken blue jeans. I feel it with my hand while she talks to me and we get off at an amusement park. I then ask for her email address but she is hesitant and I walk the other way.
I am with my stepfather in the office of my woodman. As they speak to each other I realize that my mother gave me a check for him to pay the work he did in my barn. I then try to search for it but realize that I must have lost it under the sofa pillow. I find two of them also to pay for her work.
I am on a beach with a small crowd of kids. My girlfriend is actually there and she wants to talk about art theory. I then gather people that also study art history and they grab a chair to seat around her. They are very few but serious and start asking her about different electronic components.
I am walking with a girl in a Spanish city and approach a modern church. I then realize that it is the place where a long pilgrimage starts. The girl actually tells me that it is from an older church and we start walking through a park with small cement sculptures installed on top of iron sticks.
I am in a conference room and go to the white board to draw an angel. There is a desk in front of it and I pull back to draw it on a black board. I then grab a piece of chalk and start drawing the face but the line is very subtle. There are some girls looking at me and I keep drawing it anyway.
I am in a classroom crowded with people and give a seminar about my project with three other young scholars. They start talking about it in relation to my theoretical notion but I feel that the public is not understanding and tell them about the French postman who has inspires the concept.
I am walking on a field with a small black panther on a leash. There are some kids from my mountain village and I say hi to them before reaching my cabin. I then unleash the panther but hear the neighbour's dog and let it out to go and fight him. I look out and see that there is a porcupine.
I am with my stepfather and get in a small clinic to watch him perform a surgery. He then tells me and another girl to wear sterile clothes but I miss some boots. He explains that it is important for me to wear them not to contaminate the place but he doesn't notice that the other girl has a dog.
I am walking with some friends towards a fisherman village. We actually pass by a restaurant with tables on each side of the street and see the old owner seating. He wants to persuade us to eat there offering us a bottle of special wine but we seat anyway and order a bottle of plain water.
I am in an apartment checking on my smartphone and accept the invitation to install a dating application. I then immediately see that I receive a notification of a match. I then check the profile and see that it is an old apple. I try to rotate it and consider whether I should go for a date with her.
I am in a small library seating with a Japanese guy and see a book about the universe. We then start looking through it but see that there are pictures inside taken in India. I tell the guy that I have taken better pictures but then see that there are a beautiful pictures on the way up to a temple.
I am in a big shop selling electronic appliances. I am walking on the right side and see a very nice red laptop with a lot of powerful features. I then test the fancy keyboard resembling a typewriter and check the speaker but the shop assistant comes chasing an Afghan man chasing his son.
I am on my way to the airport with my supervisor and her husband. I show my ticket but they don't remember their destination. The steward check it out for them and I wait. As they are allowed inside I realize that we are actually in a theater and they are going to watch a nice movie upstairs.
I am in a small square using my new camera to take pictures. As I point it towards an old building I realize that I can use a button to highlight the reflections of the windows. I then do so and realize that I can also change the colors value but the green explodes out of a plaster I have on my leg.
I am in a small shop and see that there is an adapter for a camera optic on the counter. It is the one I have been looking for to give to my stepfather and immediately try to test it using an optic next to it. As I do so I realize that there is a costumer next to him and the camera belongs to him.
I am with my son on a field covered in snow. He wants to try his cross-country skies on and I tell him that it is much more fun to go down hill. I then show him how to do it but have no control of my skies and go fast down a slope. At the end there are big jumps and I cannot avoid them.
I am at my parents' place with a blond girl. I don't know who she is but my mother tells us to prepare the table. She keeps giving us instructions and I am not able to talk to this girl. We then seat with the rest of the family to eat and I realize that she is a also single parent like my stepsister.
I am in a small tearoom with a South American kid laying on a table. His sister is standing on the opposite side and she start singing. The kid slides down the table but I pull him back up. I then press his forehead with my thumb and he immediately gets to seat and also sing like his sister.
I am at the university when one of my professors comes talking to me. I then show him a new book I published with photos of migrants crossing a sea. He finds it really beautiful and asks me where I took the photos. I cannot remember and just guess a name but he shows me it was elsewhere.
I am with some other researchers in a small town in central Asia. One of them keeps talking to me but I realize that I have never been there. We are supposed to leave soon and I want to go around to take videos and pick trash. As I am finally able to free myself from her it actually starts raining.
I am standing on the edge of a field in the mountains talking to an old local. I start telling him about my grandfather who fought in Russia and he tells me to seat next to him. As I do so I realize that there is a precipice below us and put my legs on some rocks but then ask him to pull me back.
I am in the headquarter of an important company. There is a bold actor with me dressing up like a business man and he tells the head of the research and development group that he is fired. He then takes his employees to the cafeteria where he tells them that their food is no longer for free.
I am walking alone on the mountain above my cabin. My girlfriend is far ahead and I remember that she told me about a nice cave. I actually find the weather quite terrible with snow and gray weather and think about my Polish friend who was recently visiting and he only experienced sun.
I am working on my laptop and decide to deactivate my social media account. As I do so I realize that there are hundreds of incoming notifications and I decide to reactivate it. I then try to look for the icons with all the notifications but realize that there is none to be read and it was a scam.
I am on a platform walking to my train when I hear the speakers announcing that the police is looking for a woman on drugs. She is actually next to me and I take her by the arm and bring her to the police office. There the officer shows us his diary where he annotates everything he does.
I am in a hotel room of a big city in India. I feel rather bored and look out of the window. There is actually a small mountain on one side and I decide to climb out of the terrace and explore it. I then hike almost to the top and realize that there are small tunnels. It is too steep but I can manage.
I am driving with my Polish friend up to a mountain village. We are supposed to go to our village but I anyway take a detour and let him dry. We then see the sun setting and find the village completely dark. My friend drives into a very narrow road and a truck comes the other way blocking us.
I am walking on a road with my mother. We are going for a hike together and my stepsister gives her a ride with a moped. I then try to follow them but they are going in the wrong directions and don't hear me screaming. My mother also looses her big wallet and I have to go back to fetch it.
I am in a classroom waiting for the lecture to end. As the teacher stops talking and starts packing her things I go up to her desk and tell the class that one of their classmate has just bought a house in the village. The latter also comes up but no one seems to care and he gets embarrassed.
I am in a bathroom making myself ready to go out with my girlfriend. I actually take some of her foundation and start spreading it in my face. The color sticks out a lot and I realize that she is not going to be happy about me using her cosmetics. I then rub much more and it gets homogeneous.
I am watching a TV program with an old presenter talking about the new year. He then shows clips of previous years in which a fortune teller from the audience has predicted the weather for the upcoming summer. A black one predicted sun but a white one this year has only predicted rain.
I am with my Polish friend in a field cutting wood. There is a lot of wood we can cut from big branches that have been previously cut. He actually takes out a large trunk that has been already split. We then decide to rest inside my apartment and I realize that I have a lot of space for guests.
I am at my former parents-in-law country house and talk to my father-in-law. He is actually very nice and we decide that I should go and cut wood in one part of the forest. As I start walking there on the dirt road my former brother-in-law passes me with his car. He recognizes me and stops.
I am in a barber shop in India and see a guy outside selling big aubergines slices fried with curry. A poor man next to me also sees them and asks me if I want one. He then gets ready to go out but I realize that he cannot afford it and stand up to look in my coat for some changes to give him.
I am driving with my girlfriend and Polish friend down a mountain and reach an old station. We don't know where to go anymore but I actually remember it and tell her to keep going straight even though it is a dirt road. She does so but we end up reaching a staircase only for hikers.
I am with my son and his friends next to a river. I actually remember that we can swim there and I jump in. <i do so with one of his friends but the current takes us down a small waterfall. We actually reach the entrance of an amusement park and I wait for my son but only his friend arrives.
I am working on my field and keep on end where there is a small wall I have built to delimit it. As I am raking the earth towards it a few small rocks fall down. I then decide to make it entirely flat and rake all of the small wall down but hear that some old family friends are coming to see me.
I am on the field in front of my barn laying with my girlfriend. The son of my mountain neighbour is also seating nearby and we hear him talking to a landowner. He is explaining to him the purchase I am about to do with her and tells the actual amount but I don't want my girlfriend to hear.
I am in a big shop testing out a new laptop. It has all the characteristics I need and I check how the screen is connected. I then realize that it is all white and very light but hear my sister jellying at my stepfather because he installed a free anti-virus on his new laptop that already had one.
I am with my son in a swimming pool and decide to go on the slide. Instead of using the staircase we climb up from the actual slide but realize that there is a fat boy wanting to go down. As we reach the top he wants to push us down but I am stronger and get me and my son in front of him.
I am walking in a city at night and pass a small square. I then see one of my friends in a noodle shop and go talk to him. I tell him about all the messages I tried to send him and he apologize. He then asks where I am staying and I lay saying that I am in a hostel across the square but I am far.
I am walking with my spiritual friend and line up to get inside a hotel. They are removing the ice in front of the door. As I go in I realize that there is snow and we ended up first at the check-in. They are fast in proceeding my registration and I greet them in French even though they are Danish.
I am watching a TV programme about a guy trying to answer a quiz. He doesn't manage and another woman is supposed to answer but she doesn't realize it and the guy swears aloud. The presenter reproaches him but it was actually his team mate who did it. The latter is almost identical.
I am in a bar in the mountains talking to a friend about another friend. I then ask him about the latter's former girlfriend and he explains to me that he actually had a boyfriend. He then shows me on a local map the different places where they met but another friend says they also met in cities.
I am walking through a small city at night. It is completely deserted and I reach almost the end when I see a station. I then go in to pee but realize that it is turned into a restaurant. There are many empty tables and as I go out I realize that it is Jewish and they serve free pita bread and humus.
I am in the waiting room of a doctor with my girlfriend's cat. Another patient arrives with a leopard. She actually unleashes him and he jumps on the sofa where my cat is. I am afraid he will hurt him but then realize that it is just a much bigger cat of the same race and my cat is still a kid.
I am watching a movie with a super hero jumping from a window. He actually has his pet on his blue mantel and tells him to hold tight to it. He then flies out and warns him that they will soon land. They actually do so on a car parked below. The camera shows that his face breaking the glass.
I am sleeping in a small apartment in Sweden and hear my ex wife coming in. I then stand up to meet her but she is already gone and I wonder when I can go out again. It is sunny outside and I want to go for a run but she has the keys and I try to call her on her mobile but she doesn't pick up.
I am in a student room packing to go out. I then put my empty backpack inside the closet and put my filled backpack on my shoulders. I then realize that I don't have a shirt on and I start to look for one to wear. As I find that I already have a woolen sweater on a Russian room mate comes in.
I am out of a bus with my colleagues and tell them to go in randomly. I go in myself and take a seat but no one comes to seat with me. My lesbian colleague ended up seating with a womanizer and in front of me is a mother with a kid. I then show him a piece of bread disappearing in my ear.

